May 22, 2022

A Word from our

Head of School
Psalm 33:12

Been a busy week and all of this was just
Friday.

“Blessed is the nation whose God is the
Lord.”
I believe David is the author of this Psalm
and although he was speaking to the nation
of Israel, this is such a true statement for us
when you see the blessings that the Lord has
poured out upon the United States of
America. As we celebrated in our program
“In God We Trust” this past Friday, our
country was founded on biblical principles
by founding fathers. These men understood
the necessity to base our country’s
fundamental beliefs and institutions on the
desires of the Lord and His directions from
the Bible.
Sometimes it can be discouraging when we
see how far away from the Lord’s principles
that our country has strayed. We see it in
some of our schools, in the media and
culture where people have purposely
removed any assemblance of God from
having a positive influence. The opposition
to the Lord is loud, extremely vocal and
seem to have an upper hand in the messages
that are presented throughout our culture.
As Christians, we have the truth and it is
imperative that we share the hope that
comes with that truth. There are so many in
our country that are following after the
Truth. Our voices need to be louder. I loved
the lines in the 8th and 9th grade
presentation…”we need God back in
America” and “it’s our turn now.” I pray
that we will be a people, who not only raises
up a generation to take America back to
Christ, but that we will determine to stand
up now for what it is right and true and is
glorifying to the Lord.
Have a wonderful week.
Rich

Announcements
Thank you to all of you who attended the program “In God We
Trust.” The kids did an amazing job and the audience sounded
incredible when joining in to sing. Thank you Mr Bari and all the
teachers who did so much to make it a time where the Lord was
truly glorified.
Report cards will go out this week. Report cards will not be
issued if bills are not up to date, library books and 7th-9th
computers and textbooks not turned in, so please take care
of those things asap.
We will have a school awards chapel this Thursday at 9:00 in the
auditorium. All are welcome.
There are many lost and found items in the upstairs board
room and on the coat rack in the hallway by the cafeteria.
Please check this week for any of your belongings.
May 27 is a half day and will be our annual Field Day. The PBA
has a couple of bounce houses and lots of field games planned for
the day.
Pick up for Friday May 27 will be at 11:30 in front of the
school. You may park and come to the back of the school to
pick up your children so they can continue to play on the
bounce houses etc (after 11:30 parents are responsible to
watch their own children on the play sets).
There is no school store or hot lunch this week.

